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In 1978, the first of a series of national research studies was undertaken at
the University of Pittsburgh on a phenomenon that was beginning to
attract attention in librarianship resistance to technological innova-
tion.
1 The application of technology to libraries was already in full swing
and attention to the "barriers" to innovation and implementation was just
beginning to hit the literature. Librarians, it seemed to some, were not
moving fast enough. Librarians just did not seem to understand what was
good for them. The reasons? The library literature gave plenty of reasons
because librarians are fearful, timid, traditional, too lazy to learn, too
entrenched in their ways, too possessive of their territory. In short, librar-
ians were resistant to change. Resistance was seen as a single and simple
phenomenon, a diagnostic label applied without discrimination to any
behavior not seen as progressive or innovative or decisive. Resistance was
an accusation, an exhortation, a cause for irritation and frustration to
those who designed and planned for and then managed technological
innovation.
Much has changed since 1978. Technology has bounded into our lives,
converging on us to change the way we live, love, interact, move about,
cook our food, manage our money, communicate, heal the sick, create
music and define art, fight wars and make peace. And with these changes in
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our lives have come changes in attitudes and beliefs. From viewing technol-
ogy as an alien force, we have come to accept it as our trusted and necessary
companion as we march into the future, providing us with new and better
ways of doing things. Today everyone knows that technology makes for a
better way of life. Or does everyone?
I would like to go back to 1979 when the first study of public librarians
and resistance to technology was completed. Looking back, I now realize
that the results were not only findings; they were predictions.
Here are some of the predictions we uncovered. First we found that
resistance to technology was alive and well. Our study suggested that for
every four people in a user system happily tripping down technology's
Yellow Brick Road, a fifth was trying desperately to hold them back. And
what about today? Except for organizations that specifically hire people
because they are technologists, every study, every discussion with adminis-
trators, every survey even with student groups confirms that 20 percent
of the members of any library organization will be actively or passively
resistant to technology living their lives in fear or anger, or trying to fade
into the background, hoping it will go away. There does seem to be one
major difference, however, when we look at how people react to technol-
ogy today. We do not seem to recognize resistance as easily anymore.
Perhaps it has gone underground and is silently festering and growing. Or
perhaps it has taken on new manifestations and altered forms. There is
research evidence to suggest that resistance to technology is still alive and
well.
The problem has not gone unnoticed. In fact, it is receiving a great
deal of attention in the popular press these days. Just as technology has
reached just about every aspect of our lives, so has "The Problem" of
resistance grown in magnitude to the bewilderment of some, to the
amusement of others, and to the relief of the silent sufferers. In fact,
resistance is "in." When I started my studies seven or eight years ago, they
were seen as "quaint." Not so today. Now they are seen as "significant." I
have just been asked to write a column for the Pittsburgh Post Gazette
under a series titled "Ask a Psychologist" for people who are experiencing
this newly recognized "mental disorder." It will appear in the series right
before an article on new treatments for depression and will be followed by
an article on the symptoms of alcoholism. Resistance or as the current
jargon calls it, "technostress" or"technophobia" is keeping pretty good
company these days.
But while studies of resistance have aroused great interest, the face and
flesh of resistance are still out of focus. There are some issues in human life
that are so universal and so predictable that we smile at them, or we point
to them with annoyance; we certainly do not take them seriously. We
patronize and indulge them in others; we are embarrassed by them in
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ourselves. Falling in love is one example. Resistance to technology is
another. We used to treat resistance like puppy love with a pat on the head
and assurance that it will go away. But talk of resistance has become
fashionable, and along with it are other fashionable concerns: librarians
and stress, librarians and anxiety, librarians and coping, librarians and
burnout. I do not think it a coincidence that concerns about resistance to
technology and concerns with work stress have come about at the same
time. The studies predicted that while technology is here to stay, resistance
is also here to stay. If we are going to have the one, we had better learn to
understand the other. They come together like two offspring of the same
parent.
Another finding, another prediction. What do people fear most about
technology? That they will lose their jobs? That they will feel embarrassed
because they cannot learn to use it? That it will not work, that it will break
down? People fear all of this, but what they fear most is the breakdown of
interpersonal relationships. That is what they feared seven years ago and in
every one of the subsequent studies. Technologists dismissed the fear as
irrational. After all, they said, technology is just a tool. But workers today
find that electronic mail systems, automated workstations, and the intense
concentration required by the terminal itself can indeed produce an altered
state, a lonely state. It was interesting to note that many librarians in the
studies reported the perceptions that librarians are people-oriented while
technologists are machine-oriented. A stereotype you say? A generaliza-
tion? A false impression? Current research on the subject suggests that
computer people have relatively lower social needs in their psychological
makeup than do nontechnologists. The perception may be accurate.
There have been a number of studies on the social effects of
technology the alienating effects. Psychologists have become very inter-
ested in the dynamics of "hackers" those who are stuck on technology.
Sherry Turkle sees them as a group of people who represent the extreme of
something that many of us experience on some level and to some degree.
We are fascinated with hackers because we see in them something we fear in
ourselves. They carry to an extreme a vulnerability to which all of us are
susceptible. The theme of modern life, Turkle suggests, is a sense of
numbness, a paradoxical fear of intimacy yet an equally strong fear of
being alone. The computer offers companionship without intimacy. Its
interactive nature makes it different from any technology we have ever
known before more seductive, more powerful, and more frightening.
Perhaps it is the fear of seduction by the computer that is truly at the heart
of all resistance.
There are a couple of other findings that I would like to highlight.
Being a psychologist, one of the first questions I wanted to answer was
whether resistance is a function of a certain "librarian personality" type. I
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wanted to know if the reasons for resistance described in the library
literature were accurate. Is the librarian by nature resistant to change? The
answer is no. In fact, I did not find a librarian personality profile. Appar-
ently the librarian is no longer the asocial, asexual, compliant milquetoast
of earlier studies. And, apparently, resistance to technology is not a vice, a
disease, or a personality defect. It is not the same as malingering or malcon-
tentedness. It is experienced by flexible, adaptive, progressive people as
well as by rigid, difficult, and traditional people. It can be experienced by
the most surprising people in the most surprising places.
However, resistance is related to whether or not people perceive them-
selves as part of the decision-making process in their organizations or
whether decisions are made at the top without consulting the people who
have to do the work. It has become an axiom in management theory that
people who will be affected by change should participate in planning for
change. Every modern change strategy says so; every article on change
stresses it; every consultant echoes it. But the managers of many organiza-
tions, in dealing with their own staffs or users or consumers, only give lip
service to the concept.
The interesting paradox here is that when a manager is planning for
technological change, he also often thinks that he is successfully changing
the attitudes of his employees. The mistake that many managers make is to
confuse conformity with acceptance. The distinction is significant because
it relates to one of the important principles of modern social psychology
that under certain conditions, less social pressure can produce more atti-
tude change. The most profound and enduring changes in attitude occur
under two conditions: one, when people perceive that they have free choice
in deciding to behave in ways that are contrary to that which they currently
believe and choose to do; and two, when the pressure applied is just strong
enough to get their attention. People are funny about their attitudes. They
cling to them lovingly and stubbornly. Attitudes about technology, for
example, either positive or negative, seem to remain the same, even in the
face of clear and irrefutable evidence to the contrary. When we try to argue
or cajole attitudes away, what do we get? A polite acquiescence or a "Yes,
but..." argument. When was the last time someone told you to change your
attitude and you did?
But people are funny about something else. It makes them very uneasy
to behave in ways that are contradictory to their beliefs. It produces a
particularly uncomfortable state of dissonance. In some instances it pro-
duces that terrible state called guilt the dissonance between the act and
the belief. The tension is particularly great when people feel that they have
freely chosen to act as they do, without external force or pressure. After all,
if an action can be blamed on an outside force, that can reduce the tension.
But if the action is chosen, people will eventually bring the action and the
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belief into harmony; in essence, people become their own agents of self-
persuasion. It is as though they said to themselves, "If I chose to do it I must
have unconsciously always liked or wanted to do it." The librarians in the
early studies, with some kind of intuitive wisdom, pointed this out. High
resistance was related to a low perception of decision-making power.
Without the sense of choice, the self-persuasion mechanism is not acti-
vated. The message was clear.
The studies showed too that another major fear that people had was
that technology would subtlely and gradually invade and inhabit their
privacy. "Nonsense," laughed the technologists. "Why don't you people
realize that technology is just a tool, just a better tool for doing what we've
always done?" And if that argument was not enough, they added, "What's
so great about privacy anyhow?" When he was asked about the privacy
issue in an interview, Isaac Asimov pointed out that we gave up our privacy
to the Internal Revenue Service long ago. If you are worried about privacy,
Asimov continued: "The best guardian of privacy is to arrange your life so
that you are a total bore and nobody wants to know about you.
" 4 And so the
concern was dismissed with an offhand "So what?" But some of us knew it
was coming; the day when every transaction whether it concerned the
food we bought, the TV programs we watched, the items that we shopped
for, our various identification numbers, the money we spent would be
subject to electronic recording. In 1978, the librarians who responded to
our questions could not fathom the degree to which, in a very short time,
we would give up our privacy or with what grace and compliance we
would accept its passing. But the resisters predicted it and warned against
it. Today it is only the resisters who still hold that naive belief that their
private lives are not public. After all, they reason, if you refuse to use
electronic banking, your bank statement may remain sacred and
confidential.
There was another prediction, or, perhaps more accurately, there was
one other observation on the nature of human reactions to technological
change that emerged. Two of the questions asked were as follows: First, do
you agree that technology has the power to control our lives? The majority
of respondents then and today answered affirmatively. The second
question asked: Do you agree that technology gives us more control of our
environment? The majority of respondents then and today answered
affirmatively! Is it possible, we asked ourselves, that most people, perhaps
all people, hold conflicting feelings about the same thing at the same
time i.e., that ambivalence is a universal reaction to technology?
So we went a step further. We interviewed people and asked them to
talk through their attitudes, fears, and beliefs. And we asked them this
question, whether they were pro-technology or resisters: Does technology
cause you any problem, or concern, or fear? We have discovered that not
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one person gave an unequivocal "yes" or "no!
"
It is always either "No...ex-
cept that (we may blow ourselves up)..." or "Yes, many. ..except that (it
saved my mother's life)...." It seems that all of us have mixed feelings about
technology and what it means for our lives and our future. I wonder if it
also means that in many of us there lives a potential "closet resister" ready
to spring forth if we think things are getting out of hand. After all,
nobody's psyche is squeaky clean.
Ambivalence is perhaps the most difficult emotional phenomenon for
us to cope with, particularly in an age that values conviction, consistency,
decisiveness, and goal-directedness. Ambivalence makes planning diffi-
cult; it defies rationality. And yet, it exists in all of us, complicating not
only our own reactions to the technological evolution, but confounding
our attempts to make rational decisions and to influence others who are
also subject to its effects.
Ambivalence produces a particular kind of stress, and in order to
reduce that stress we produce a variety of reactions. One kind of reaction is
denial it is not happening, it is not a real issue, or it is an issue for the
future and has no relevance in the present the "worry about it tomorrow"
syndrome. Another reaction is to intensify one's reaction. The person who
responds rationally becomes more intensely rational and the person who
reacts emotionally becomes more emotional in both instances, the "Why
don't other people really understand" syndrome. Stress produces two
responses: flight or fight. Frightened people run; angry people fight.
Ambivalence can produce a third kind of response paralysis: a sense of
not being able to decide whether to stand and fight or run and hide. When a
staff member or colleague says, "That's a good idea but it won't work," we
may be hearing ambivalence rather than irrationality.
And then there was the one prediction that was and continues to be the
hardest one to accept and understand. We seem to believe that if "they"
i.e., people who avoid technology or fear it or reject it would only listen
to reason, they too would see the light and "join the twentieth century."
After all, we say, technology is just a tool. But what our respondents
showed us back then was that people who are pro-technology and people
who are resistant to technology see the world through a different life focus
and give technology a different meaning. The key question that we asked
was: "Do you agree that technology extends our ability to see, hear, and
think better?" In other words, is technology seen as an extension of our
own physical senses? Technologists' image of technology is as a part of
themselves, an extension of themselves. One respondent who was a chemist
and deeply involved in technological applications to his work, talked
about the computer and its capability as "the most malleable substance I've
ever worked with," as though he were a sculptor working in some wonder-
ful new medium. Resisters, on the other hand, seem to view technology as
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one more force in their lives, one more obstacle, one more difficult fact of
life, and they feel helpless in the face of it.
This is very important information in dealing with resistance because
if makes clear that if we are ever going to bridge the gap between "us" and
"them," between the "haves" and the "have nots," we must begin by this
understanding we must begin by listening to how the other person sees
the world from his own world view. And then, perhaps, we would never
again argue that "after all, technology is just a tool." The resisters of 1978
were the predictors of things to come and like all prophets they were the
outcasts, the crazy blind beggars of their time. And like all true prophets,
their predictions have largely come to pass.
The main point that I would like to make about resistance to technol-
ogy is that we need it for our survival. In an individual, resistance is a force
for self-preservation, a defense against that which we fear or abhor. In any
organization, resistance may be an untapped source of information for
administrators and planners, pointing against real dangers facing the
organization and targeting unanticipated consequences of a proposed
change. Many studies show that when confronted with resistance, most
managers discount its meaning. Nystrom and Starbuck point out that
organizations succumb to crises largely because their managers, bolstered
by recollections of past successes, live in worlds circumscribed by their own
belief systems and cognitive structures, by their own views of the world.
When confronted with resistance, with thinking contrary to their own,
most managers label the behavior as a problem. "In every crisis we stu-
died," wrote Nystrom and Starbuck in Organizational Dynamics, "the top
managers received. ..warnings and diagnoses from some of their subordi-
nates, but they paid no attention to them. Indeed, they sometimes laughed
at them." 5 And how do resisters then behave? Intelligently. They learn to
keep quiet, or to sulk, or to act out their resistance in unbecoming and
sometimes destructive ways.
Resistance in an organization may have so much value that by trying
to wipe it out like a disease or a species of predator we may be creating
new, unforeseen, and, in the long run, much more serious problems. In
essence we say about the resister: "I've tried to work with him. I've offered
to train him. But if he can't adapt, there's nothing I can do. He's holding us
back." Does that sound familiar? In fact, it is the very purpose and value of
resistance to hold us back and create tension with progress. It is the
function of the resister to impede progress, just as it is the function of the
forward-mover to try to reduce or overcome the resistance. It is out of the
tension between pushing forward and pulling back that healthy growth
takes place. Sometimes in our haste to be progressive and competitive, we
lose sight of our own nature and our own natural safeguards. Resistance
may in fact be pointing out that a change is happening too fast. It may be
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pointed against a change that is threatening the basic values and integrity
of an organization, or a profession, or a society. It may be an indication that
the technology has surpassed the human factor in importance. The most
important thing I have learned about the resistance in all my studies is to
respect it. I have also learned some things about the nature of the resistance
phenomenon what it is and what it is not, how it behaves and what it
feels like, and how it can function to keep a person or an organization
healthy and growing.
In a classic model, resistance behaviors fall into several basic patterns.
The first pattern is a decline in the quality or the quantity of work, a form
of resistance that is difficult to identify as resistance. Second is a "refusal"
pattern manifested by the inability to learn, the unwillingness to be
trained, the casual mistakes and neglects, the passive nonuser of the new
technology, or the outright and aggressive refusal even to try it. Third are
patterns of absenteeism or tardiness or unusual numbers of personal
"emergencies." And fourth are behavioral changes: withdrawal or aggres-
siveness; a general negativism, criticism and rage at the administration;
argumentativeness with peers or the denigration of colleagues. If these
sound like symptoms of work-stress and burnout, they are. Resistance takes
a great deal of psychic energy; it exacts a high price; it is a cause of
emotional pain. It cannot be unrelated to stress, either in its origins, its
symptoms, or its effects.
While in most organizations today, managers and administrators have
become sensitive to these issues, they have also learned that it is easier to
understand them than to act on them. Managers have discovered that
despite their good intentions, there are factors and forces at work that defy
prescriptive solutions. No matter how well an organization plans for
change, some people will remain resistant. And what does management
do? Believing that everyone sees or should see the world as we do, our
major resistance-reducing technique is to try to argue or reason it away.
When that does not work, we as managers have two fallback positions: to
wait patiently or to act aggressively to wait it out or to weed it out. But
there may be another option: to respond to the resistance and to use it
productively.
In order to respond to resistance we need to understand it. The resis-
tance phenomenon is a psychic mechanism to avoid that which threatens
the individual's sense of stability. It occurs in response to a felt anxiety, the
result of unconscious fears that the person is unaware of, cannot put a
name to, cannot give voice to. Resistance is not a defense against technol-
ogy and not against change but a defense against fear and pain.
If we accept as a major premise that resistance is a behavioral phenom-
enon rather than an economic, social, or moral issue, then we can draw
some corollaries and, in so doing, perhaps deal more kindly with our own
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resistance and expand our repertoire of reactions to the resistance of others.
The first corollary is that we are all resistant to some things, some of the
time. I would propose that none of us could be described as resistant to
technology as we know it today. But I would venture that if new and
radically different technology were to appear on the scene one that would
make the way we work obsolete, devalue our investments of years and
resources, leave us without skills and with reduced status, rob us of valued
traditions and our valued belief system then we who are innovators
would become the cringers and whiners.
The second corollary is that resistance, true resistance, is an uncon-
scious reaction to a perceived threat, not an act of will. But the rational
world does not permit the fear to be acknowledged. It can only be rational-
ized. Herein lies the danger. We know that there are people who are truly
afraid of technological change for whatever reason. We call them "resist-
ant." But there are those among us who are informed, reasoned, even
prophetic warning us of unforeseen dangers and ramifications, remind-
ing us of past learnings and future problems, demanding that we slow
down and let our psychological, and social, and legal, and political, and
ethical selves mature enough to keep up with a maturing technology.
What do we call them? "Resistant." Sometimes intense negative reactions
are based on anxiety and fear, and sometimes on reason and foresight. The
problem is that they can both sound alike and we cannot always tell one
from the other.
A corollary to a corollary. Much as we try we cannot wipe out resis-
tance. It keeps coming back in new and often more virulent forms. There is
one thing certain: there is no system that managers can create that the
workers cannot beat. There is no system that a library can install that the
users cannot avoid. Because open resistance to technology has become an
unacceptable position in today's world, it is likely that the resistance is
passive, that it comes out as typical "problem" behaviors. Resistance often
appears in the form of problem behavior. We all know the worker or
patron whose negativism drives us to a frenzy of frustration. We have all
experienced the other symptoms: the failure to complete a task or the
inability to learn something new, or the illnesses on days when training is
scheduled to take place. The fatigue, the whining, the nitpicking, may not
always be signs of a mental aberration but the acting out of resistance. If it
is true resistance, the illnesses feel real, the tardiness is explainable, the
inability to learn can be justified. It is important in dealing with resistance
to remember that while it may not be rational, it can be rationalized. The
explanations are argumentative but the sound is logical. It is important
that we deal with the resistance and its source, not the rationalization, its
symptom. In other words, if someone says, "That's a good idea but it won't
work," don't ask him, "Why not?"
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Along with the predictable forms of resistance that I have been describ-
ing, a new crop of alternative and more subtle symptoms of resistance has
been activated. While these symptoms are harder to detect, I believe that in
the long run they are more damaging to the organization and more painful
and destructive to the individual who is experiencing them. What are some
of the resistance behaviors and reactions that are currently in mode? What
are some of the learned behaviors that resisters have acquired?
One of the most universal forms of resistance is apathy. Resisters to
technology are tired of it all. No longer are they petulant, obstinate, or
critical, for these behaviors do not work anymore. While the rest of us
become more and more committed to technological growth, resisters are
bored, and there does not seem to be anything the rest of use can do about it.
When facing the reality of technology, resisters may well choose the
passivity of boredom rather than the activity of aggression.
But not all resisters are content with so much passivity. They may
disguise their hostility as humor. Current interest in corporate cultures has
taught us that stories, rituals, symbols, jargon, and jokes reveal underlying
beliefs and values. The message behind black humor is loud and the rage it
masks is strong. One of the measurement devices that we used in the studies
of resistance was cartoons about technology, asking our subjects to rate
them on whether there was some truth hiding behind the humor. Resisters
saw both humor and truth. Technologists did not even think the cartoons
were funny! Like apathy, cynical humor is a subtle and sophisticated form
of resistance. Its effectiveness lies in the fact that we value and need humor
in our working lives, and the line between healthy humor and destructive
humor is hard to define or even identify. But when it contains a quality of
anger it is likely to be a manifestation of resistance. A wonderful example
of black humor is a cartoon that has been circulating for some time. A
skeleton sits in front of a dead terminal, bones beginning to turn to dust. In
walks a workman with a tool kit. "System been down long?" he asks.
Here is a third example of new and learned resistant reactions. A few
creative resisters have even managed to develop classic phobic reactions to
technology. I am not talking about people who are reporting physical
effects and strains from intense work at computers. I am talking about true
phobic reactions the result of change-induced tensions.
At Stanford, the syndrome is termed "computerphobia." At the San
Francisco Phobia Center it is called
"technophobia." At the Wharton
Computer Center of the University of Pennsylvania they have been called
"closet cyberphobes" suffering from "terminal shock." A study at St.
Joseph's Hospital in Philadelphia found that 5 percent showed symptoms
of classic phobia: dizziness, nausea, cold sweat, and high blood pressure. At
the Veteran's Medical Center in Portland (Oregon) it has been termed "a
new mental disorder." Reports about people who have strong psychologi-
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cal or physiological reactions to computers have begun to appear in a
variety of sources. There is nothing inherent in computers to cause these
reactions. The phobic symptoms are a new, learned form of resistance.
So apathy, sick humor, and phobic reactions have become some of the
symptoms-of-choice for today's resisters allowing a seemingly harmless
expression of distress and distaste for what is happening. But some resis-
tant behaviors and some resistant reactions are truly destructive either to
the individual or to the organization or both.
One such symptom is the emergence of a strong and sometimes deadly
"we-they" feeling. "We," the staff; "they," the administration. Or "we,"
the humanists; "they," the technocrats. Or "we," the steady, sober folks;
"they," the young systems people. There are studies that suggest that
technology is becoming one more male status symbol, once again unbal-
ancing a hard-won professional and personal equality between the sexes. It
often happens that resentment toward the behavior of technologists is
displaced as resistance to the technology. Our studies suggested that resis-
ters (and many nonresisters as well) have perceptions about technologists.
Some perceptions are, for example, that technologists are all young ("All
systems people are under 12."), brash ("They all are lacking in breeding
and manners."), and arrogant ("They all think they are better than every-
one else."). Technology determines the high and low status that people
hold in organizations and separates the "have" and the "have-not" people
in society. The "we-they" affliction is painful to those who have it and
harmful to the environment. Technology seems to trigger a severe case of
it.
Another form of learned resistance is frustration and rage, the result of
high expectation leading to dependency and followed by disenchantment.
Some psychologists believe that our frustration with technology and our
rage when it malfunctions is the most insidious price of our dependency.
The general rule is that the more dependent you are on anything the more
apt you are to become furious spontaneously, impulsively enraged
when it does not work as expected. Once we lose our belief that the machine
is infallible, we feel betrayed and we rage at the machine. It is the classic
pattern of the rage and longing for revenge of the betrayed lover.
Another symptom, one that can be devastating to the organization, is
sabotage making sure that the system does not work. True computer
phobics only have two behavior alternatives: fight or flight. People who
are computer-resistant are often afraid to reveal it. It could mean their jobs
or their management positions. When it is severe enough, the resister may
start to complain, not about the technology but about the job, the work
conditions, or the supervisor; eventually he will be impelled to leave, to
choose the second of the two alternatives flight.
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The other alternative is to fight, and for the computer phobic that may
take many forms. For example, in a study of resistance to technology in
hospitals, misuse or nonuse of a new technology was explained away
because "It's more important to give care to patients than to use the
technology." The illogic is not apparent to the resister. Another subtle
form of sabotage is "shadowing" or "shoebox" behavior the manual
paralleling of computer functions or maintaining duplicate records in
writing thus increasing the cost in time and reducing the efficiency of the
system. There have been studies of system failures in businesses, service
agencies, and hospitals, where incorrect data input has been traced to a
computer malcontent working within the system, behavior that resulted in
serious delay in implementing the system and sometimes causing serious
damage to its operation. Sometimes the vendor has had to remove the
system and will never know why.
What can you expect from the showdown at the terminal, when user
and machines are finally face to face and your job is to give birth to the
interface? Many perhaps most of your users will learn and adapt, some
faster, some slower, with a little grumbling and a lot practice. It is likely
that one in five will be a true resister. How will you know them? What will
they do? Here are some predictions and a few admonitions.
The major symptom of resistance and the hardest one to counteract:
they will become nonusers. They will choose flight over fight. Or they will
develop a rationalization, a belief system that keeps them safe and comfort-
able. As, for example, the hospital worker I described. Another kind of
belief system that I found in a study of resistance in social service workers
was this: "If I can't find the information without the technology then the
information doesn't exist. Or if it does, it probably isn't what I want
anyhow." You can see how powerful this resistance mechanism can be.
Or they will become aggressive, not toward the technology per se.
They will displace it onto something or someone nearby. Or, they will
become childlike, whiny, helpless, unable to learn. They may experience a
psychic paralysis, a "terminal paralysis." Or, they will circumvent the
system. Don't ask me how. They will figure out a way to work around it.
And they will tolerate a lowered quality in their work and rationalize it.
And at the same time they will experience both pain and rage.
And whatever form their resistance takes, they will experience an
increase in their stress level and long for days gone and times past. They
will grieve for the loss of times they knew and comfort they loved.
The only thing I know to do with resistance, as a clinical practitioner
working with individual clients or as an organizational consultant work-
ing with staffs and users, is to first respect it. Second, try to understand its
meaning for the person experiencing it and then talk it through. But
talking it through does not mean arguing it out.
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Talking it through requires that you respect an essential, inalienable
right that the resister has the right to feel. It has become something of a
truism in the age of technology that we are in the presence of a profound
and revolutionary movement whether we are ready for it or not, whether we
like it or not. And it is something of a truism that emotions do not belong
in the working world. And, therefore, all expressions of fear, distaste, and
distrust of the changes taking place around us are unacceptable and
embarrassing. Saul Alinsky once pointed out that Americans would rather
die than be embarrassed. One of the reasons that the right to feel is so
blatantly violated in the work world is because it is so easy to be embar-
rassed by feelings and so tempting to use their nemesis, reason, to deflate
them.
In this technological evolution through which we are living, there are
many pressures on us, many uncertainties, many risks. We discover several
truths about technological change very quickly. We find that time projec-
tions are unrealistic, systems do not always respond on demand, and
efficiency goes down and stays down longer than we had anticipated. We
live with glitches and bugs and slowdowns and shutdowns. It makes it
hard for us to deal with people who are marching to a different beat. But if
we listen to the voice of resistance, perhaps we will hear another voice of
reason.
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